Supplementary File
In this section we describe in details the firing rate function associated with the generic transitions in our RRMS model. These transitions model the following biological events: i) the killing of a cell, e.g., TregKillsTeff or TeffKillsODC, ii) the entry of cells into the system, such as EBVinj, iii) the activation of T cells, e.g., TeffActivation, and iv) the duplication of a cell,e.g., such as TeffDup. Let us recall the following notations: f t,c (x(ν), ν) is the speed of the transition t ∈ T g andx(ν) represents the vector of the average number of tokens for all the input places of t. For brevity when the function will not depend on the color instance c then we will omit it reporting just the transition t, i.e. f t (x(ν), ν) . All the general transitions of the model are now explained in details and all the constants are summarized in Tables 1 and 2 .
• EBVinj, DACinj inject into the system specific quantities of EBV and DAC respectively at fixed time points; • FromTimoREG, FromTimoEFF, and NKentry are the transitions which keep in a constant range the number of RestingT reg, RestingT ef f, and N K respectively. They are defined as
where x ResT reg , x ResT ef f , and x N K are the numbers of cells in the input places (i.e. RestingT reg for FromTimoREG, etc) at time ν. Then q · represents the quantity injected in the output place to preserve the cell quantity, i.e. 63 for the RestingT reg, 1687 for the RestingT ef f and 375 for the N K (see table 3 ).
• TregActivation and TeffActivation transitions model the activation of the Teff and Tref cells. In particular, these transitions are defined of type general to simulate a reduced Teff activation velocity when the virus presence decreases, and a Treg activation velocity which is proportional to the number of Teffs and inversely proportional to the number of EBV particles (allowing the Teff to annihilate the virus). So the functions are defined as
where r T regA and r T ef f A are the activation constant rates for the Treg and Teff respectively. In case of the T regActivation transition, the vectorx(ν) of its input places RestingT ef f, EBV and T ef f consists of the variables x ResT reg , x EBV , x T ef f respectively. Differently thex(ν) of T ef f Activation transition is characterized by x ResT ef f and x EBV . Finally the constant C EBV is related to the EBV particles and it is defined to reduce the activation rate with the decreasing of the virus presence.
• MemActivation is defined as
where
and t 2inj is the time corresponding to the second EBV injection. We are considering the velocity of this transition as zero ∀ν < t 2inj , since the T Memory effectors start to react after the first virus occurrence.x(ν) = (x M em (ν), x EBV (ν)) is the marking vector storing the number of T Memory effectors and EBV particles respectively at time ν. C M em and C EBV constants are related to the Memory and EBV cells needed to slow down the activation rate with the decreasing of EBV and Memory cells. This is due to the necessity of leaving a minimum number of T Memory effectors into the system. So when in the system there are a large number of EBV particles and of T Memory effectors, the activation speed reaches its maximum given by twice the velocity of the Teff cells, r T ef f A .
• All the transitions modeling the killing of a specific cell are defined as follows:
where ix i (ν) is the product of the average numbers of tokens in the input places of the transition t, r t is the constant rate related to the transition t,
x tot is the total number of cells at time ν, and 1 x tot represents the probability that a specific meeting between two different cells is occurred.
• TregDup transition models the Treg duplication depending proportionally on the amount of IL2 and inversely proportionate on the number of DAC cells (to simulate the reduced duplication velocity during the daclizumab therapy), and it is defined as:
where r T regDup is the constant Treg duplication rate,x(ν) = x T reg , x IL2 , x DAC and C IL2 and C DAC are the constant related to the IL2 and DAC cells to 
Where r T ef f Dup is the constant Teff duplication rate,x(ν) = x T ef f , x IL2 , x DAC . 
Tables
DACinjected represents the quantity of DAC injected per time and with this formula we estimate automatically the constant in order to have exp(−DACinjected/C DAC ) = .1, i.e. the T-cells duplication rate is reduced of the 90% when all the DAC particles are present. 
